
If filing a complaint, submit the following by Thursday, April 20, 2023 at 4:00 pm:

This Election Complaint Form via Hornet Hub

The required $25 deposit (per filed complaint) to the ASI Government Office in University Union, 3rd Floor, room 3250

ATTENTION: PLEASE SEE SECTION IX AND X
OF THE ASI ELECTIONS CODE BEFORE COMPLETING

**Please note that any eligible student voter may file an Election Complaint

2023 ASI Elections Complaint Form

Submitted By: Lillian Weese,  on 4/14/2023 11:34:59 AM

Lillian

Weese

On Thursday April 13 I witnessed candidate Nikita Akhumov violate ASI elections code Section V Part C H “Campaign Interference
Prohibited”. It states “No independent candidate,… shall interfere with the campaign of another candidate.” I saw his table next to
another candidate’s while him and his volunteer would purposefully block her from talking to potential voters and would yell at people
 she was talking to, “to vote for Nikita”. This is harassment. Not once did Nikita stop his volunteer from doing this. When I decided to set
up on the other side of Amador away from them, they started to run as fast as possible from their table all the way to mine and treating
me the same. 

In one instance when I was waving to someone introducing myself his volunteer then came up behind and said “I am going to sprint and
take this one.” Isabella Jimenez also witnessed and experienced them coming up from behind to run in front of us. Veronica Bulos and
Robert Gonzales also saw how close Nikita was set up to Isabella and saw him and his volunteer running and surrounding her as she
was talking to other students. 



** When you have completed this form, please scroll to the top and click to Submit
button**

If you believe that Nikita interfered with mine or Isabella’s campaign in Article X, C it states that this would be considered a serious
misconduct and disciplinary action or disqualification would ensue. 

If you believe this is harassment then I believe reprimand must happen.

And if you believe nothing was violated then consider revising the Elections code to make it so some distance must be kept between
candidates who are running against each other. Maybe 4-6 ft.
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